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IMPORTANT SAFETY
INSTRUCTIONS
When using electrical appliances, especially when children are present, basic safety precautions should always
be followed, including the following.

Body Waves
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20 HEATED ROLLERS

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE
USING. KEEP AWAY FROM WATER

DANGER
To reduce the risk of electric shock:
1. Always unplug this appliance immediately
after using.
2. Do not use while bathing or in a shower.
3. Do not place or store appliance where it can
fall or be pulled into a tub or sink.
4. Do not place or drop into water or other liquid.
5. If an appliance falls into water, “unplug it”
immediately. Do not reach into the water.

5. Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged
cord or plug; if it is not working properly; or if it has
been dropped, damaged or dropped into water.
Return the appliance to the Remington Customer
Service Center for examination and repair.
6. Keep the cord away from heated surfaces. Do not
wrap cord around the appliance.
7. Do not use an extension cord with this appliance.
8. Never block the air openings of the appliance or
place it on a soft surface, such as bed or couch,
where the air openings may be blocked. Keep the
air openings free of lint, hair, etc.
9. Never use while sleeping.
10.Never drop or insert any object into any opening.
11.Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol
(spray) products are being used or where oxygen
is being administered.
12.Do not touch the posts that hold the rollers. They
are hot.
13.Keep lid open when heating rollers.

WARNING

To reduce the risk of burns, electric
shock, fire, or injury to persons:

HEAT
UP WITH
LID OPEN
Model H-1080N

1. This appliance is for household use only.
2.An appliance should never be left unattended
when plugged in.
3. Close supervision is necessary when this appliance is used by, on, or near children or invalids.
4. Use this appliance only for its intended use as
described in this manual. Do not use attachments
not recommended by Remington.

SAVE THESE
INSTRUCTIONS

Operating Instructions

Body Waves

1.This appliance is designed to work on ordinary
household current only (120 volts,60 cycles AC).
It is not intended for commercial use.
2.Place the unit on a hard,flat,heat resistant surface.
3. Open lid and plug cord into outlet. Please note that
damage to the unit could occur if heated with the lid
closed. When unit is heated,follow instructions shown
for use.When finished applying rollers in hair unplug unit
and allow to cool before closing lid or storing away.
4.This appliance has a polarized plug (one blade is wider
than the other).As a safety feature,this plug will fit in a
polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fully
fit in the outlet,reverse the plug.If it still does not fit,
contact a qualified electrician to install a polarized outlet.
Never try to defeat this safety feature.

20 HEATEDROLLERS

Maintenance Instructions
1.Clean unit with damp cloth only. No other maintenance
is required.
2.Rollers may be cleaned with a damp cloth and mild
detergent or soap.
3. Store appliance and cord where they will not be damaged.
4.Do not wrap cord around appliance.
5.Do not attempt to repair the appliance yourself.
Return to Remington Customer Service.

™

• OPEN LID WHEN IN USE.
• 20 rollers come in three sizes — 6 large,10 medium,4 small for
most hair types and styles.
• Rollers have the Remington exclusive high-energy wax core that
retains heat longer for curls that last.
• Body Waves™ is thermostatically controlled,rollers cannot
overheat; they will feel warm to the touch.
• Use on dry or slightly damp hair, never wet.
• Ready dot darkens when rollers are ready to use.
• Custom clips are easy to use and hold rollers in place.
• Ring around post indicated correct roller placement.

Long and Wavy
For long,voluminous,smooth waves,use the large rollers.Roll the top,
front layer of hair back to your crown,using one roller. Next,use three
other large rollers to roll the remaining hair in three equal sections on
the back and sides of the head.Roll the hair under, up the nape of the
neck.Leave rollers in place for about five to ten minutes.Unwind,don’t
pull,“remove”the rollers out in the order you put them in,and let the
curl cool for a minute to “set”.Lean forward and brush hair through.
Toss head back and smooth,brushing top to one side and turning ends
under.

BODY WAVES™
HEATED ROLLERS
Before setting, hair should be dry or only slightly damp, never
wet. When the red dot on roller top turns black, they are ready to
use. Rollers take approximately 12 minutes to heat.
Section hair and comb it smooth. Roll hair as
usual, in the direction of desired style. Secure
each roller with the cor rect size clip.

Short and Chic
Use two or three of the small sized rollers to roll the top,front layer of
your hair back to the crown.Then randomly, place the remaining medium sized rollers around the back and sides of the head,rolling all the
curlers under. Leave rollers in place for approximately ten minutes.
Unroll curlers in the order that you put them in,let the curl cool for a
minute to “set”and then use your fingers to separate and shape.Spritz
hair for extra hold.

The Flipped Bob
Use a large sized roller on a large section of the hair on your crown to
give height.Roll the hair back and under towards crown.Next,take
large sections all around the sides of your head,and roll up so the hair
will flip out. You should roll curlers up to the level of the top of your ear.
Leave rollers in place for approximately ten minutes.Unroll curlers in
the order that you put them in,let the curl cool for a minute to set.
Next,brush hair out,using your hand to shape the flip outward.Spritz
for extra hold.
Quick Touch-Ups – To add some fullness before an
evening out, here are some tips:
Short Hair: Use a few small sized rollers in the front section of hair,
and mist with hairspray. Remove after just 30 seconds to add fullness.
Let cool,and separate curls with finger.
Medium Hair: Use several medium sized rollers to add more flip to
your bob,rolling ends of hair so hair flips out.Mist with hairspray, and
remove after about 1 minute.Remove rollers,let cool,and brush hair to
smooth.

Continue until your entire head is set. The time
the rollers are left in the hair regulates the tightness of the curl. The shorter the time, the softer
the curl. Unplug the unit. Rollers will remain curling active approximately 15 minutes.

To release secured roller, remove each clip
and roller gently. Unwind, never pull. Let each
new curl spring back into position and cool
for a moment. Then brush out hair and style.
Spritz hair for extra hold.

Be Kind To Your Hair With
Kindness® Clips From Remington®
Kindness® Clips hold in gentle heat for long-lasting
curls. Use with any size, any brand of rollers;
Steam, Mist or Dry.

Accessory Order Form Body Waves™

For extra rollers or clips, fill out this form and send
check or money order to: Remington Products Company,
L.L.C., P. O. Box 1536, Horsham, PA 19044-6536.
Item

Model

Price

67601

$4.50

$

6 Medium Rollers +Clips

67602

$5.50

$

6 Large Rollers +Clips

67603

$6.75

$

12 Kindness Butterfly Clips

C-312

$8.99

$

6 Small

To order clips-see the accessory order form.

Rollers +Clips

* Sales tax payment required in these
states:AL,AZ,CA,CT,FL,GA,IL,IA,IN,KY,LA,MA,MD,
MI,MN,MS,NC,NE,NJ,NY,OH,OK,PA,SC,
TX,VA & WA.
** Applies only to postage inside Continental U.S.
Additional postage will be added for
foreign delivery.
Prices subject to change without notice. Allow 4 to
6 weeks delivery.

Qty.

Amount

Subtotal

$

*Sales Tax

$

**Postage

$3.50

Full Two-Year Warranty
Remington Products Company L.L.C. warrants this product
against any defects that are due to faulty material or workmanship for a two-year period from the original date of consumer
purchase. This warranty does not include damage to the
product resulting from accident or misuse.
If the product should become defective within the warranty
period, we will repair it or elect to replace it free of charge.
We will return your product, transportation charges prepaid,
provided it is delivered prepaid to: Remington Products
Company, L.L.C. 60 Main Street, Bridgeport, CT 06604,
Attention: Customer Service Department. Include a letter
indicating the reason for the return.
REMINGTON SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also
have other rights which vary from state to state. Some states
do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental, special or
consequential damages.

REMINGTON MONEY BACK OFFER
TOTAL

$

Name _________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________

If within 90 days after you have purchased your Remington
hairsetter, you are not satisfied and would like a refund, take
back the setter and sales slip indicating purchase price and
date of purchase to the retailer from whom the setter was
purchased. Remington will reimburse all retailers who accept
the setter within 90 days from the date of purchase. If you have
any questions concerning the money back guarantee, please
call 1-800-736-4648.

City ___________________________________________________
State ________________________
Zip___________________
We must have a street address,as UPS cannot deliver to a P. O.number.
Fill out completely.
v Questions or comments call 1-800-736-4648

This product is Listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. and
bears the mark

Z Questions or Comments: Please call 1-800-736-4648.
Visit us at http:\\www.remington-products.com
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